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QUESTION 1

Which statement describes the term "Statement Coverage"? 

A. A tool used to execute all the statements of the source code. 

B. A method by which complex statements of the source code are completely executed. 

C. A metric for the ratio of statements in a source code that are executed at least once during the test. 

D. A test technique that generates a minimal set of tests cases guaranteed to exercise all the lines in source code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Given is the following defect removal chart reported at the end of system testing - showing total defects 

detected and closed defects (fixed and successfully retested). A number of open defects are classified as 

critical. All tests have been executed. 

Based on the chart above, what is the most appropriate next test phase? 

A. Acceptance testing to verify the business process 

B. Acceptance testing to verify operational requirements 

C. Requirements testing as part of testing regulatory compliance 

D. Another system test cycle to verify defect resolution 

Correct Answer: D Testlet 1 
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MIX QUESTIONS 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are the typical defects found by static analysis tools? 

A. Variables that are never used. 

B. Security vulnerabilities. 

C. Poor performance. 

D. Unreachable code. 

E. Business processes not followed. 

F. b, c and d are true; a and e are false 

G. a is true; b, c, d and e are false 

H. c, d and e are true; a and b are false 

I. a, b and d are true; c and e are false 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is NOT an example of a common test metric? 

A. Percentage of work done in test environment creation 

B. Average number of expected defects per requirement 

C. Number of test cases run 

D. Deviation from test milestone dates 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following requirement: Requirement ID: 2.8 Requirement Description: Additional Entrance Fee Detailed
Description: An additional fee of $3 is charged during the weekend, but 

1.

 Visitors aged under 7 are not charged. 

2.
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 Visitors aged 7 to 13 inclusive get a 20% discount off the additional fee. 

3.

 Visitors aged greater than 65 get a 50% discount off the additional fee. 

Age should be an integer of 0 or above. 

Weekend means Friday to Sunday inclusive. 

Which of the following statements is NOT correct? 

A. 7 and 13 are boundary values for the equivalence partition including age 10. 

B. Thursday is a valid input boundary value 

C. A minimum of 6 valid test cases are derived from boundary value analysis based on input age 

D. $3.01 is a valid output boundary value 

Correct Answer: B 
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